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Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field K of characteris-
tic / 2, and b: V = V ª K a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form.
 .Let r : G ª O b be an orthogonal representation of the finite group G.
Unless mentioned otherwise, we assume throughout that r is absolutely
irreducible as a linear representation. We wish to investigate the orthogo-
X  X.nal equivalence of orthogonal representations r : G ª O b which are
equivalent to r as linear representations. Because r is absolutely irre-
 .ducible, it turns out Corollary 1 that the orthogonal equivalence classes
are in bijective correspondence with the square classes KUrK U 2, and that
the subset of those orthogonal equivalence classes which have the same
 .underlying bilinear form b as r or one equivalent to it is in bijective
 . U 2 U U 2  .correspondence with the subgroup M b rK of K rK . Here M b s
 4a g K : a b ; b is the group of similarity factors and ; stands for
 .equivalence of bilinear forms. If a g M b , the equivalence class of
orthogonal representations corresponding to aKU 2 consists of those rX for
X’ .which K a rK is the minimal extension in which r and r coalesce
 .orthogonally ; see Corollary 2.
There is also a generalization of Corollary 1 to an arbitrary irreducible
 .representation r Theorem 1 . Some remarks and examples concerning
the case of r not absolutely irreducible appear at the end of Section 1.
From our point of view, orthogonal representations with respect to
forms not equivalent to b are easily distinguished from r by virtue of this
fact. Accordingly we confine our investigations to the problem of distin-
guishing those orthogonal representations which do have the same form b
 . U 2as r}those corresponding to M b rK .
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First of all, if the dimension of V is odd, it follows from the elementary
 . U 2 X  .fact that M b s K that any orthogonal representation r : G ª O b
which is linearly equivalent to r is also orthogonally equivalent to r
 .Corollary 3 . This implies, for example, that in the odd dimensional case,
 .two finite subgroups of O b whose commuting subalgebras in End V are
 .  .s K, are conjugate in O b if they are conjugate in GL V .
 .  .Suppose then that dim V is even. Let Q r and g r denote resp. the
w xspinor and Clifford invariants of Frohlich 2 . DefineÈ
Gqs s g G : det r s s 1 s s g G : r s g Oq b . 4 4 .  .  . .
If Gqs G, i.e., if r is a proper orthogonal representation, then any
X  .orthogonal representation r : G ª O b which is linearly equivalent to r
is also proper, and the spinor and Clifford invariants fail to distinguish
 X .  .  X .  . X them: Q r s Q r and g r s g r for any such r Theorems 3 and
. q4 . Suppose then that G / G. Then the spinor invariant does distinguish
X  .orthogonally inequivalent representations r and r Theorem 3 . To deal
with the Clifford invariant, we consider the exact sequence
1 ª Gqª G ª C ª 1. 1 .2
Theorem 5 gives some general conditions under which the Clifford invari-
ant g distinguishes the orthogonal equivalence classes in the linear equiva-
X  .lence class of r}that is to say, if r ; r linear equivalence , conditions
under which
rX ; r if and only if g rX s g r , .  .o
where ; stands for orthogonal equivalence over K. Some special caseso
are given in Corollary 4: The Clifford invariant distinguishes orthogonal
equivalence classes if K is formally real or if the Abelianization Gqsab
GqrGqX has odd order-e.g., if Gq has odd order or is perfect.
Theorem 5 also implies that if g does not distinguish all of the
orthogonal classes, then for each orthogonal class, there is exactly one
other class with the same Clifford invariant.
In Section 3, our results are applied to the irreducible orthogonal
representations of the symmetric group S . They are particularly effectiven
in this case because all irreducible representations are absolutely irre-
ducible, and because the ``characteristic element'' v introduced in Defini-2
tion 1 is always trivial for S .n
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1. ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS AND SIMILITUDES
 .For the moment let r : G ª O b be any orthogonal representation
which is irreducible but not necessarily absolutely irreducible. Then
End V is a division algebra D and is stable under the adjoint involutionK G
J on End V defined byK
b du, ¨ s b u , d J¨ for all u , ¨ g V . .  .
 J 4Let D s d g D : d s d be the subset of J-symmetric elements in D0
  ..  J  .4 Uand N GL V s f f : f g GL V . We let D act on D via0
d .d s d Jd d d g D , d g DU . .0 0 0 0
Let DU stand for the non-zero elements of D . We recall that an0 0
X  X.orthogonal representation r : G ª O b is orthogonally equivalent to r if
X X .  .there is a KG-isomorphism f : V ª V such that b fu, f¨ s b u, ¨ for
all u, ¨ g V.
THEOREM 1. Suppose that r is irreducible as a linear representation. Then
there is a canonical bijection between the orthogonal equi¨ alence classes of
orthogonal representations which are linearly equi¨ alent to r, and the orbits
DUrDU. Under this bijection, the orthogonal equi¨ alence classes whose under-0
  ..lying symmetric form is equi¨ alent to b correspond to the orbits N GL V l
U U U   ..D rD }namely those of the form d .D with d g N GL V .0 0 0
Remark. The correspondence is canonical up to the choice of the
orthogonal equivalence class of r as the ``base point.''
X  X.Proof. Let r : G ª O b be an orthogonal representation which is
linearly equivalent to r, say f: V ª V X is a KG-isomorphism. Replacing
X y1 X .  . X X .r by s ¬ f r s f s r s and b by b fu, f¨ allows us to assume that
X  X . X Ur s r and V s V . Then there is a uniquely determined d g D such0
that
bX u , ¨ s b dX u , ¨ for all u , ¨ g V . .  .
 X .This follows by a standard argument using the fact that ¨ ¬ b ?, ¨ and
 . U .¨ ¬ b ?, ¨ are both KG-isomorphisms of V onto its K-dual V . Similarly,
 Y .if r : G ª O b is another representation which is orthogonally equiva-
 X . Y .  Y . X Ylent to r : G ª O b , say b u, ¨ s b d u, ¨ , then b and b are equiva-
lent via some d g End V s D,K G
bY du, d¨ s bX u , ¨ . .  .
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 Y .  X .Thus b d du, d¨ s b d u, ¨ , i.e.,
b d JdYdu, ¨ s b dX u , ¨ for all u , ¨ g V . .  .
Thus dX s d JdYd so dX and dY are in the same DU-orbit in DU. This0
argument is reversible, so we get the bijection of the theorem as well as
.the well-definedness of the correspondence .
X X .  .  .Suppose now that b ; b, say b u, ¨ s b fu, f¨ for f g GL V .
X .  J . X  X.Then b u, ¨ s b f fu, ¨ , so the orbit corresponding to r : G ª O b is
UJf f.D . Again the argument is reversible, and the theorem is proved.
When we apply this to the special case D s K, we get:
COROLLARY 1. If r is absolutely irreducible, there is a canonical bijection
between the orthogonal equi¨ alence classes of orthogonal representations which
are linearly equi¨ alent to r, and the square classes KUrK U 2. Those orthogonal
equi¨ alence classes whose underlying bilinear forms are equi¨ alent to b corre-
 . U 2spond to M b rK .
The first statement follows from D s K and d .DU s d KU 2. If rX0 0 0
U 2 X .  .corresponds to dK , then b u, ¨ s db u, ¨ for all u, ¨ g V. Thus
X  .  .  .b ; b if and only if there is a f g GL V such that b fu, f¨ s db u, ¨
 .for all u and ¨ , i.e., d g M b .
There is an alternative way of stating the last part of Corollary 1. If r :
 X. X X .  .  .G ª O b with b ; b, say b u, ¨ s b fu, f¨ s db u, ¨ , then the
X  . X .  . y1orthogonal representation r : G ª O b given by r s s fr s f for
 X.all s g G is orthogonally equivalent to r : G ª O b . Thus the last part of
Corollary 1 can be restated more explicitly as:
U 2  . U 2If for each dK g M b rK we choose a similitude f of b withd
 .  . y1similarity factor d, and define r by r s s fr s f , the r run o¨er ad d d
complete set of representati¨ es of the orthogonal equi¨ alence classes of repre-
 .sentations G ª O b which are linearly equi¨ alent to r, and the orthogonal
equi¨ alence class of r corresponds to dKU 2.d
We say that r and r coalesce in the extension LrK if they becomed
orthogonally equivalent over L. Since this happens if and only if d g LU 2,
we get:
COROLLARY 2. r and r coalesce in the extension LrK if and only ifd’ .K d ; L.
If d g KU and dim V s n, the form db has determinant dn det b and so
cannot be equivalent to b when n is odd unless d is a square. Thus from
Corollary 1 we get
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 .COROLLARY 3. If r : G ª O b is an absolutely irreducible orthogonal
X  .representation of odd degree, then any orthogonal representation r : G ª O b
which is linearly equi¨ alent to r is also orthogonally equi¨ alent to r.
Now suppose that n s dim V is even and let disc b be the signedK
 .nny1.r2determinant y1 det b. Then it is not hard to see that necessary
 .conditions for d g M b are that d is represented by the binary form
 :1, ydisc b and that d is positive at each ordering of K at which b is
 w x.non-hyperbolic see 1 . It is a theorem of Dieudonne that these condi-Â
tions are also sufficient when K is a local or global field or any field in
which quadratic forms are classified by rank, discriminant, Hasse symbol,
w x.and total signature; see 1 . Thus:
THEOREM 2. Suppose that K is a local or global field, and that r :
 .G ª O b is an absolutely irreducible orthogonal representation of e¨en
 .degree. Then the equi¨ alence classes of orthogonal representations G ª O b
which are linearly equi¨ alent to r are in canonical bijecti¨ e correspondence
 . U 2  . Uwith M b rK where M b is the set of d g K represented by the binary
 :form 1, ydisc b which are positi¨ e at each real prime of K at which b is not
hyperbolic.
 . U 2Examples show that M b rK is in general infinite.
  .. URemarks. To my knowledge very little is known about N GL V l D
beyond the case D s K. One related result for the case when D is a
 .  .commutative field i.e., the Schur index s 1 and K is a totally real
w xnumber field is due to Morales and Piveteau 7, Theorem 2.2 . They prove
that if the subfield D of elements of D fixed by J is / D and if0
X .  .b u, ¨ s b du, ¨ with d g D , then0
 . X XI when dim V is even, b ; b if and only if b and b have theD
same signature.
 . X XII when dim V is odd, b ; b if and only if b and b have theD
same signature and
d , disc s 1 for all primes p of K . . D r D 0 P
<P p
In very special circumstances, Theorem 1 can be useful even when r is
not absolutely irreducible:
EXAMPLES. Here we take G s Q , the quaternion group of order 8,4
 .and r : G ª GL V its standard irreducible representation over Q. Thus V
 . .can be taken as the quaternion division algebra H s y1, y1 rQ withQ
 4Q s "1, " i, " j, " k acting by left multiplication. r is an orthogonal4
 .  .representation with respect to the form b u, ¨ s tr u¨ s u¨ q ¨u. The
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division algebra D s End V consists of the right multiplications by H ,K Q Q4
and the adjoint J is the usual conjugation a ¬ a in H . Thus theQ
self-adjoint elements are Q, so D s Q. And an orbit in DUrDU is of the0 0
 J J U 4 form a d a s a ad : a g H . It is well known by the Four Square0 0 Q
. JTheorem, for example that the norms a a are the positive rational
numbers QU , so there are precisely two orbits in DUrDU , namely, QU andq 0 q
U  .yQ , the first corresponding to r : Q ª O b and the second to r :q 4
 .Q ª O yb . By Theorem 1, these are, up to orthogonal equivalence, the4
only orthogonal representations which are linearly equivalent to r, and in
X  .particular any orthogonal representation r : Q ª O b which is linearly4
 .equivalent to r is also orthogonally equivalent to r since yb ¤ b .
 :Consider next G s s s C , the cyclic group of order 4, and K s Q.4
 .Take the standard 2-dimensional representation r under which r s is
1’  .  .  .multiplication by i s y 1 on V s Q i . Take b u, ¨ s tr u¨ , so D s2
 .Q i and D s Q. The orthogonal equivalence classes are therefore in0
bijective correspondence with QUrN where N consists of the non-zero
 . 2 2  2 2 .norms from Q i . Now x q y ; d x q y if and only if d is a norm
 .  .  . wfrom Q i since the Hasse symbol d, d s d, y1 ; cf. 8, Chap. 2, Sect.
x12 . It follows at once that linear equivalence implies orthogonal equiva-
lence in this case also.
A similar proof shows that the same thing is true for G s C and its3
3’ .faithful representation of degree 2 on V s Q 1 .
2. THE SPINOR AND CLIFFORD INVARIANTS
The spinor and Clifford invariants of an orthogonal representation r
w x  .  U U 2 .were defined by Frohlich in 2 . We shall use Q r g Hom G, K rKÈ
to denote the spinor invariant. It is defined as the composition
r u U U 2G ª O b ª K rK , .
 w x.where u is the spinor norm cf. 8 .
 . 2 U .The Clifford invariant g r g H G, K is defined as follows. Let
 .  .  .C b be the Clifford algebra of b, and G b ; C b the Clifford group
 .consisting of all products ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ in C b of anisotropic vectors ¨ g V.1 2 m i
 .  .Then p : G b ª O b is defined by
m y1
p ¨ . . . ¨ u s y1 ¨ . . . ¨ u ¨ . . . ¨ .  .  .  .1 m 1 m 1 m
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and is a homomorphism leading to the exact sequence
pU1 ª K ª G b ª O b ª 1. .  .
 .g r is defined to be the pullback of the cohomology class of this central
 .extension through r : G ª O b . In other words, it is the cohomology class
 .  .  .  .y1 2 U .  .of a 2-cocycle z s, t s r s r t r st g Z G, K where r : G ª G bÃ Ã Ã Ã
is any lifting of r. Of course G operates trivially on KU.
We wish to investigate the extent to which the spinor and Clifford
invariants distinguish orthogonal equivalence classes, in the case when
dim V is even and r is absolutely irreducible; we assume both of theseK
 .conditions from now on. We also assume that r : G ª O b is linearlym
U 2  . U 2equivalent to r and corresponds to mK g M b rK . Thus there is a
similitude f with similarity factor m such that
r s s fr s fy1 for all s g G. .  .m
We assume that r ¤ r so m f KU 2. Let L be the quadratic extensionm o
 .  .  4’K m and suppose that Gal LrK s 1, s . Define
1Äf s f g O b . .L’m
Thus we also have
Ä Äy1r s s fr s f for all s g G, .  .m
so as predicted by Corollary 2,
r ; r over L.m o
Consider
p : G b \ G ª O b . .  .L L L L
 .  .Gal LrK acts on V s L m V and C s C V in a compatible way; inL L L
 .particular s becomes a s-linear on L automorphism of C . ThusL
 .s G s G and p is a s-homomorphism.L L L
 .  .Now let r : G ª G b be any lifting of r with r 1 s 1. Choose f g GÃ Ã L
Ä .such that p f s f. ThenL
y1 Ä Äy1p f r s f s fr s f s r s . 2 .  .  .  .Ã .L m
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Moreover,
1 1Ä Äp s f s s f s s f s y f s yf . .  .L  /’ ’m m
Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be an orthogonal basis of V with respect to b and1 2 2 m
 .define e s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ g G. Then e ¨ s y¨ e for all i, so p e s y1 g1 2 2 m i i
 .  .  .O b . Therefore p s f s p fe , soL L
s f s l fe
for some l g LU.
 .   ..  .Since e ¨ s y¨e for all ¨ g V, it follows that er s s det r s r s e ,Ã Ã
so
y1y1 y1 y1 y1s f r s f s s f r s s f s l fer s e f l .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã .
s det r s f r s fy1 . .  . . Ã
In particular,
f r s fy1 g G m r s g Oq b . .  .  .Ã
Now define
f r s fy1 if r s g Oq b , .  .  .Ã
r s s g G . .Ãm Ly1 5’m f r s f otherwise. .Ã
  ..  .Then s r s s r s for all s g G, soÃ Ãm m
r s g G for all s g G. .Ãm
U  .Since ker p s L , 2 implies thatL
p r s s p f r s fy1 s r s , .  .  .Ã Ã . .m L m
so r : G ª G is a lifting of r .Ãm m
We now use the liftings r and r to calculate the spinor and CliffordÃ Ãm
 . .invariants of r and r . The spinor invariant is given by Q r s sm
 . t  . U 2 t  .r s r s K where is the involution of C b which is the identity on VÃ Ã
 w x.cf. 8 . We see therefore that
Q r s if r s g Oq b , .  .  .  .
Q r s s .  .m  mQ r s otherwise. .  .
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Therefore, we get:
THEOREM 3. Let r be an absolutely irreducible representation of G of
X  .  X.  .e¨en degree. If r : G ª O b is linearly equi¨ alent to r, then Q r s Q r
 X.  . Xif r is proper, while Q r / Q r if r is improper and r ¤ r.o
Next consider the Clifford invariant. Now
y1z s, t [ r s r t r st .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãm m m m
 .is a representative of g r , and it is easy to see thatm
z s, t if r s or r t g Oq b , .  .  .  .
z s, t s 3 .  .m  m z s, t otherwise. .
Thus:
THEOREM 4. Suppose that r is an absolutely irreducible proper orthogo-
nal representation of G of e¨en degree. Then any orthogonal representation
 .G ª O b which is linearly equi¨ alent to r, has the same Clifford in¨ariant
as r.
 .  .We assume therefore that r is improper. Then 3 implies that g r ism
 . U 2 U U 2 2 U .the product of g r by the inflation of mK g K rK ( H C , K2
2 U .to H G, K . So the principle question of interest in this case is the
triviality or non-triviality of this inflated cohomology class. In order to deal
with it, we begin with a definition.
 .DEFINITION 1. Consider the exact sequence 1 , and suppose that
X2 q 2 2 q 4C s 1, v . Lift v to v g G, so v g G . Let v be the image v GÃ Ã Ã2
q  .in G and define the characteristic element of the group extension 1 to beab
2 the 2-primary component v of v which is in the 2-Sylow subgroup2
q q.G of G .ab, 2 ab
The inner automorphism of G with respect to v induces an automor-Ã
phism on Gq and it is easy to see that it is an involution independent ofab
the choice of v, and that it takes v to itself. Thus we get an action ofÃ 2
 4 q  :C s 1, v on G which is trivial on the subgroup v generated by the2 ab 2
characteristic element.
THEOREM 5. Assume that the improper orthogonal representation r :
 .G ª O b has e¨en degree and is absolutely irreducible as a linear representa-
 .tion. Suppose that r , r : G ª O b are not orthogonally equi¨ alent to each1 2
 .other but are linearly equi¨ alent to r, say r s r , r s r for m g M b .m m1 2 i1 2
  ..Let z be a generator of the group n M b of 2-power roots of unity which2
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 .  .are similarity factors of b. If conditions i and ii below hold, the Clifford
 .  . U 2 U 2in¨ariants g r and g r are equal if and only if m K s zm K .1 2 2 1
 .   ..i the group n M b is non-tri¨ ial and its order k is at most the order2
of v .2
 . q qii the image in G rkG of the characteristic element v of theab, 2 ab, 2 2
 . q qgroup extension 1 generates a direct summand of G rkG as a C -mod-ab, 2 ab, 2 2
ule.
  .  . .  .  .Otherwise i.e., if at least one of i and ii does not hold , g r / g r ;1 2
in other words, the Clifford in¨ariant distinguishes the orthogonal equi¨ alence
 .classes of representations G ª O b which are linearly equi¨ alent to r.
 .  .Proof. Since r is improper, g r is the product of g r by them
U 2 U U 2 2 U . 2 U .inflation of mK g K rK ( H C , K to H G, K . To analyze2
the inflation, we consider the following fragment of the ``5-term exact
 .sequence'' associated with 1 :
t infU U Uq 2 2Hom G , K ª H C , K ª H G, K . 4 .  .  . .C ab 22
 q U .Here t is the transgression which takes f g Hom G , K to theC ab2
2 U . 2 q.cohomology class of f ( f g Z C , K where f g Z C , G is a cocy-2 2 ab
 .cle from the cohomology class determined by the exact sequence 1 . The
5-term exact sequence follows from the Hochschild]Serre spectral se-
 . w x w xquence of 1 , cf. 4 , but we use the form given in 3, Chap. VI, 8.2 . Since
2 U . U U 2 qH C , K ( K rK is a group of exponent 2, we may replace G by2 ab
q  q U .  qits 2-Sylow subgroup G . Then Hom G , K s Hom G ,ab, 2 C ab, 2 C ab, 22 2
 U ..  U . Un K , where n K is the group of 2-power roots of unity of K .2 2
When this is done, t is defined by means of the 2-component f g2
2 q .  .Z C , G of f instead of f itself. And 4 becomes2 ab, 2
t infU U 2 Uq 2Hom G , n K* ª K rK ª H G, K . .  . .C ab, 2 22
 . 2 qXNow f is the normalized cocycle with f v, v s v G and so by defini-Ã
 .tion of the characteristic element v , f v, v s v . It follows that2 2 2
t f s f v KU 2 . .  .2
One more change can be made: we are really interested in the inflation
 . U 2 U U 2of M b rK rather than K rK , so we use the exact sequence
t infU 2 Uq 2Hom G , n M b ª M b rK ª H G, K . .  .  . . .C ab, 2 22
  . U 2 .Thus we see that the inflation is not injective on M b rK if and
  ..  q   ...only if n M b / 1 and there is a f g Hom G , n M b suchC2 ab, 2 22
 .   ..  . U 2that f v is a generator of n M b , i.e., if and only if t f s z K .2 2
  ..Assume that the order k of n M b is / 1. If there is such a f, it is2
clear that k is at most the order of v and that if v is the image of v in2 2 2
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Gq rkGq ,ab, 2 ab, 2
q q  :G rkG s v [ ker f ,ab , 2 ab, 2 2
q qwhere f is the homomorphism induced on G rkG by f.ab, 2 ab, 2
Conversely suppose that k is at most the order of v and that2
q q q :G rkG s v [ A is a C -splitting. Then we define f : G ªab, 2 ab, 2 2 2 ab, 2
  ..n M b to be the composition2
q q q  :G ª G rkG ª v ª n M b . .ab , 2 ab, 2 ab, 2 2 2
 :   ..where the last map is any isomorphism of v with n M b . This is a2 2
C -homomorphism since v is invariant under v.2 2
 .The theorem now follows from 3 .
COROLLARY 4. Consider the improper orthogonal representations r : G ª
 .O b which are linearly equi¨ alent to a gi¨ en absolutely irreducible linear
representation of e¨en degree. Then the Clifford in¨ariant distinguishes them
up to orthogonal equi¨ alence if any of the following conditions holds:
1. The Abelianization Gq has odd order.ab
2. Gq is perfect or has odd order.
3. K is formally real.
 .4. The characteristic element v of 1 is 1.2
Proof. Suppose that K is formally real. Then any invariant form b is
 .   ..positive or negative definite, hence y1 f M b , so n M b s 1. This2
 .violates condition i of the theorem. The other statements of the corollary
follow immediately from the theorem.
3. ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
SYMMETRIC GROUP
 w x .As is well known cf. 5 , for example , the irreducible representations of
the symmetric group S over K are absolutely irreducible.n
THEOREM 6. The improper orthogonal representations of S which aren
equi¨ alent to a gi¨ en irreducible representation of e¨en degree are distinguished
by the spinor in¨ariant and by the Clifford in¨ariant.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 in the case of the spinor invariant. Now
 .consider the Clifford invariant. We can take v s 12 , so v s 1 sinceÃ 2
2v s 1. Now apply condition 4 of the above corollary.Ã
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The following lemma was pointed out to me by A. Turull:
 .LEMMA 1. Let r : S ª O b be a representation with character x andn
 .suppose that K has characteristic 0. Then r is proper if and only if x 1 '
 ..x 12 mod 4.
 ..Proof. It is easy to see that r is improper if and only if r 12 has
 ..determinant y1. Now r 12 is an involution and so is similar to a matrix
 .  ..with q1's and y1's down the diagonal. Therefore x 1 y x 12 s twice
the number of y1's, whence the result.
w xThis lemma can be used with the tables in Appendix 1 of 6 to
determine the irreducible improper even dimensional orthogonal repre-
sentations of S for n F 10. The number of even dimensional resp. evenn
.dimensional and improper orthogonal representations which are irre-
ducible is given in the table:









Finally, we note that by Corollary 3, two irreducible orthogonal represen-
tations of S of odd degree which are linearly equivalent are also orthogo-n
nally equivalent.
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